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1 INTRODUCTION

A new breed of computer programs called socialbots are now on-
line, and they can be used to breach users’ privacy, spread misinfor-
mation to bias the public opinion, and compromise the graph of a
targeted social network [1, 2]. A socialbot controls a fictitious user
profile and has the ability to execute basic online activities (e.g.,
posting a message, sending a connection request). What makes a
socialbot different from other self-declared bots (e.g., bots posting
weather forecasts in Twitter) is that it is designed to infiltrate online
communities by passing itself off as a human being.

Socialbots can be used to manipulate the graph of a targeted so-
cial network in order to establish a centralized or influential social
position in it. This position can be then exploited to mount DDoS
attacks, promote products, or to spread propaganda in a viral way.
For example, Ratkiewicz et al. [2] described the use of Twitter bots
to spread misinformation in the run-up to the US political elections.

As the socialbots infiltrate a targeted social network, they also
harvest valuable users’ data which is useful for online profiling
and large-scale spam campaigns. In fact, a new report showed that
spammers are turning to online social networking platforms for dis-
tributing their messages [7], which explains the dramatic drop in the
world-wide email spam during the recent months [6]. This gave rise
to black-market businesses that offer multi-featured socialbots for
as high as $29 per bot [3].

Many techniques have been proposed that try to identify social-
bots based on their likely unordinary behavior (see [4] for an ex-
ample on Twitter). In this research, we take a proactive step and
investigate the feasibility of operating an organized army of social-
bots which we call a Socialbot Network (SbN). A SbN is a group
of socialbots that collaborate in infiltrating social networks under
the orchestration of one or many “master” bots. We study the se-
curity and privacy implications of operating such a SbN on a large
scale. In particular, we answer questions about the types of col-
laboration these socialbots can utilize, the required infrastructure,
the network-wide observations that can be exploited to improve the
potential infiltration, and the economics of operating a SbN on a
large scale. Finally, we present a set of challenges that future social
network security systems have to overcome in order to mitigate the
potential threat of a SbN.

2 OUR APPROACH

We decided to adopt a botnet-like infrastructure for operating a SbN
as (1) it provides the required scalability to manage a large num-
ber of socialbots, and (2) it is expected that an attacker operates a
SbN on top of an existing botnet, along with other malicious soft-
ware. Accordingly, we define a SbN as a set of socialbots that are
owned and maintained by a human controller called the bot-herder.
In particular, a SbN consists of three essential components: social-
bots, a bot-master, and a C&C channel. Each socialbot has to be
able to execute social-interaction related commands (e.g., post a
message) and social-structure related commands (e.g., send a con-
nection request), all of which are either sent by the bot-master or
predefined locally in each socialbot. All data collected by the so-
cialbots is called the bot-cargo and is sent back to the bot-master. A
bot-master (a.k.a. C&C server) is an automation software that the
bot-herder interacts with in order to send commands through the
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C&C channel. Moreover, the bot-master builds new socialbots and
implements the logic that exploits network-wide heuristics and ob-
servations about users’ behavior in the targeted social network. The
C&C channel is a communication channel that facilitates the trans-
fer of both the bot-cargo and the commands between the socialbots
and the bot-master. Figure 1 shows a conceptual model of a SbN.

Figure 1: A conceptual model of a SbN in a toy social network. Each node
represents a user profile in the network. Edges between nodes represent so-
cial connections. The socialbots are marked in black. The dashed arrow repre-
sents a connection request (a social-structure operation), and the small arrows
represent read/write information flow (social-interaction operations).

We built a semi-automated SbN that operates on Facebook. We
chose Facebook as a targeted social network because it is particu-
larly difficult to operate a SbN on it for the following reasons: (1)
Facebook is mostly used to connect to offline (i.e., real-life) friends
and family [8], and (2) Facebook employs the Facebook Immune
System [5].

Our preliminary results show that: (1) The more friends a user
has on Facebook, the higher the chance that the user accepts a
friendship request from a socialbot. (2) This chance improves if the
socialbot establishes mutual friends with that user. (3) Most of the
socialbots have relatively similar infiltration size (i.e., number of
friends). (4) Most of Facebook users decide to accept a friendship
request within a period of three days. (5) The socialbots harvest
orders of magnitude more users’ profile information (e.g., email
addresses, phone numbers, birth dates) compared to public access.
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